Computer Science Students Present Novel Research and Win Award at UMSL’s Graduate Research Fair

Computer Science graduate student, Aditya Karnam Gururaj Rao, presenting his poster at the UMSL Graduate Research Fair.

The UMSL Graduate Research Fair is an annual campus-wide competition hosted by the Graduate School. Computer Science graduate students Siva Parvathy Bachina, Michael Chan, Venu Gopal Chowdary Gandam, Gregory Hommert, Aditya Karnam Gururaj Rao, and Jianyu Wang presented their posters describing diverse research, including blockchain for internet of things, combinatorial analysis of genetic data, protein folding, network clustering, and using artificial intelligence to compose novel music! Congratulations to Aditya, who received a Masters Winner $100 prize, and to all of these talented graduate students for their excellent presentations!